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I-1.  Historical sources

The historical sources for the Late Bronze Age in the region have come largely from
Egypt (Kitchen 1992, with literature). They will be discussed here in chronological order
of writing.

The Topographical list of Thutmose III

The oldest text that directly concerns the period and region under study is the
topographical list of Thutmose III (±1450) in the Amun temple in Karnak. It is a series of
lists of conquests of the great Pharaoh. Every place name consists of an oval,
representing a conquered city, accompanied by  a representation of a bound captive.
The interpretation of these lists as well as their value for the reconstruction of the history
of Canaan has been the subject of much debate (Redford 1982 gives an overview). The
identification of P-h-r, ring 33 in the list, with Pella (Simons 1937, 116; Smith 1973, 24)
is generally accepted. It is followed by k-n-n-r-t, identified as Kinnereth, Tell Oremeh
(Fritz 1990, 176).
Redford (1982) has suggested that the lists were composed from pre-existing itineraries
for Western Asia, which were used by Egyptian couriers in the fifteenth century. He has
interpreted rings 89-101 of this list as an itinerary describing a route from Damascus to
Kerak across the Transjordanian Plateau. The following place names are involved: 
89 Hykrym
90 Ybr
91 Utra'a
92 Ybr
93 Kntwt

94 Mkrpwt
95 ‘yn
96 Krmn
97 Btiy3
98 Tpwn

99 Ybr
100 Yrwtw
101 Hrkr

Numbers 90, 92, 99, all Ybr, are identified as major wadis, in his interpretation the Wadi
Yarmuk, Wadi Zerqa and Wadi Mujib. Nr. 93 is interpreted as a wine-press, nr. 94 as a
'fertile depression'. Nr. 95-96 is taken together and translated as a spring in a vine-
bearing country. It is identified with Tell 'Umeiri. Nr. 97 is identified with Jalul. Four
sites have been identified on philological grounds: Hykrym, Utra'a, Tpwn and Yrwtw, but
at none of these has Late Bronze Age occupation been found. 
Redford’s hypothesis has been accepted by several scholars but with modifications:
while Redford identifies Krmn (the Abel Keramin from Judges 11, 33), with 'Umeiri,
Kafafi (1985, 17) suggests that it is Sahab, and Knauf (1984, 119) thinks it is Jalul. All
these sites have Late Bronze I remains. Yarut (Yarwtw, nr 100 on the list), has no Late
Bronze pottery, but a site in the Wadi Fawwar, below Yarut, does (Worschech 1990, 127
n 16). Worschech thinks that Yarut should be identified with Yn()d(w), mentioned by
Ramses II. Hrkr (nr. 101) has been identified with Kerak by Redford, who assumes that
there was an old road through Wadi Kerak. However, Kafafi thinks that the structure of
the Wadi makes this unlikely. If the route suggested by Redford did indeed exist, it must
have come through Wadi Fawwar to the Dead Sea. Based on Redford’s interpretation
Kitchen (1992, 73) has reconstructed a trade route across the Moab Plains to Syria,
largely following the later King's Highway, and passing  most of the few Late Bronze
Age sites between Wadi Zerqa and Wadi Kerak. 
Although Redford identifies and/or explains every name, his explanations are not always
convincing from an archaeological point of view (also Na‘aman 1994 n7). According to
Redford (1982, 73) the fact that no Late Bronze Age occupation has been found on a site,
does not mean that it does not exist: it may not have been recognised, or it may be
somewhere else on the site. This is of course possible, but it seems improbable that it
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should be true for all the identified sites. Another possibility, according to Redford, is
that the name refers to a region or wadi in which this site lay. However, if, as Redford
states simultaneously, the three largest wadis on the route (Yarmuk, Zerqa and Mujib),
have not been given names, but are simply referred to as 'wadi', this is an unlikely option. 

Pella (Pihil, or Pihilu(m)) and Shechem are mentioned in the Middle Bronze Age
Execration texts. Pella is also mentioned twice in inscriptions from Amenophis III (1411
- 1375): on a statue-socle from Thebes, and on the list from the Soleb temple in Nubia
(Smith 1973, 25). The Soleb list may also have mentioned Moab for the first time (Timm
1989, 13), although the actual name was not preserved. 

The Amarna Letters

The Amarna letters are a corpus of 382 clay tablets found at Tell el-Amarna, the capital
of the Egyptian empire during the reign of Amenophis IV (Akhenaten). According to
Moran (1992, xxxiv) they span the period between the 30th  year of Amenophis III until
the first year of Tutankhamun, when the court at Amarna was abandoned (1360-1333).
They are part of the official correspondence between the Pharaoh and the rulers of his
vassal city states in Canaan. The language, obviously some kind of lingua franca, was a
West-Semitic dialect of Akkadian. According to Moran (1992, xxii) 'The language can
only be described as an entirely new code, only vaguely intelligible (if at all) to the west
Semitic because of the lexicon, and to the Babylonian because of the grammar'. 
Even though, with a few exceptions, only one side of the correspondence has been
found, namely the letters to the Pharaoh, this correspondence is very informative about
the political situation of the period and the interrelationships between the city-states. All
the city-states are formally subjected to the Pharaoh in Egypt and to his commissioner or
representative (his Rabu). Every letter from a city-state regent pledges this loyalty,
before beginning its actual message. Many of the letters simply ask for the sending of
troops to fight against the Hapiru. Often these demands are supported by accusations
against the regents of other city-states, who are accused of conspiring with each other
and with the Hapiru against the lands of the king. Notorious are Lab’ayu of Shechem and
his sons, and Milkilu of Gezer and his father-in-law Tagi. Abdi-Hepa of Jerusalem is
accused of being ‘a second Lab’ayu’ (EA 280), taking the cities of the king. The letters
from these brigands themselves however, also to the king, are specifically written to
assure him of their loyalty. They obviously are the victims of slander. Both Abdi-Hepa
and Milkilu even accuse Ianhamu, the king’s Rabu, of conspiring against them (EA 270,
286). Often the city-state regents have to stand up against their own people, who tend to
support the Hapiru, and who sometimes even kill their own regents (EA 138, 162, 248,
288).
The general impression that we gain from these letters is that there were a number of
groups or factions, who, although legally subjected to the Egyptian king, were in practice
mostly left to their own devices and to their own petty territorial fights over the
hegemony of their city-states. Only occasionally does the king see fit to interfere. Rib-
Addi from Byblos (EA 68-138) was left to fend for himself, surrounded by Hapiru and
threatened by Amurru, until all his towns deserted him and he was expelled from Byblos.
Amurru was the tribal  state that was created by Abdi-Aširta and later taken over by his
son Aziru. Starting somewhere east of present Tripoli, it expanded to the south, and
eventually included most of the Lebanese coastal area (Finkelstein 2002). One gets the
impression that the Egyptian king had little interest in this region and was not prepared to
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invest in it like he (occasionally) did in the more northerly regions, such as Acco (EA
88). The sea-route along the southern coast is likewise neglected (EA 101, 105).
The principles of ransom and ‘protection’ were well known among the different parties.
Aziru of Amurru took prisoners for ransom (EA 55, 114). The siege of a city could be
paid off (EA 91). A certain Addudani (EA 292) was being harassed by ‘the people from
the mountains’, who were prepared to leave for 30 shekels of silver. Trade caravans also
feature regularly in the correspondence. In letters EA 7 and 8 Burnaburiaš of Karaduniaš
accused the šakin mati (regent) of several city-states, Acco among them, of having
conspired to rob his trade caravans. Another caravan, consisting of 13 Egyptian
merchants, was robbed in Palestine (EA 313). References to the trade route confirm that
it probably went through Pella (EA 255) and the Damascus region. (EA 194, 199,
possibly 226).
Aspects of the correspondence suggest that the city-states of Canaan were essentially
tribal. The word bitu, ‘house’, is often used with the meaning ‘family’ or perhaps ‘clan’
(EA 33 , 38, 74, 89, 287). Family ties seem to determine loyalty, as in the case of
Lab’ayu and his son Mutba’lu who ruled Pella; and in the case of Milkilu and his father-
in-law Tagi.
Tribute consisted mostly of servants and slaves (EA 268, 288), but also cattle (EA 242,
301) were sent to Egypt, and weapons (EA 266) and building materials such as wood
(EA 160) and stone (EA 314, 323).
One of the measures taken by the Egyptian king was to send for the regents to come to
court and explain themselves. The letters show that this was an unpopular measure,
perhaps partly because the regent in question never knew if and when he would return to
his country (EA 59). The letters show that the regents tried with all sorts of excuses to
avoid having to go (EA 165). Another measure was the taking of hostages: members of
the ruling family of a city state (EA 187, 198, 296), who were brought to the court in
Egypt. Already Amenophis II prided himself on having taken several hundred princes
and ‘brothers of princes’ from Retenu. They were probably hostages, sons of kings and
other leaders, taken to the Egyptian court in order to secure the loyalty of these leaders,
and train their sons to become loyal subjects of Egypt once they succeeded their fathers
(Redford 1992, 198 with references).

Lab'ayu of Shechem and Mutba’lu of Pella
The letters concerning Lab'ayu, lord of Shechem, have been analysed by Campbell
(1965). In EA 244 Biridiya, lord of Megiddo, complains that Lab'ayu is set on taking
Megiddo: “Look, Lab'ayu has no other purpose. He seeks simply the seizure of
Magidda.”1. Another letter, probably also from Biridiya (EA 245) tells that a coalition of
cities has delivered Megiddo, but that the ruler of Acco, Surata, let Lab'ayu off after he
had paid a ransom. A second effort to capture Lab'ayu led to his death, according to EA
250, by the people of Gina, possibly Jenin: “The sons of Lab'ayu have made their
purpose the loss of the land of the king, over and above the loss that their father
caused..... The sons of Lab'ayu keep saying to me: “Wage war against the people of Gina
for having killed our father....”.  EA 249, among others, shows that there was a coalition
between Lab’ayu and Milkilu of Gezer. Lab’ayu’s sons continued his policy of
supporting the Hapiru (EA 246 from Biridiya): “The two sons of Lab'ayu have indeed
given their money to the Hapiru in order to wage war against me...”. Lab'ayu himself
never stopped to profess allegiance to the king, and to protest his innocence, putting the
blame on others: “Here is my act of rebellion and here is my delinquency: when I entered

                                            
1 The transliteration of proper names in these quotations is that of Moran 1992
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Gazru, I spoke as follows: “The king treats us kindly”.” “Now there is indeed no other
purpose except the service of the king, and whatever the king orders, I obey.” (EA 253).
“.....Moreover, the king wrote for my son.  I did not know that my son was consorting
with the Hapiru. I herewith hand him over to Addaya.” (EA 254). 
Mutba'lu, lord of Pella claimed to be a son of Lab'ayu. In EA 255 Mutba'lu defends
himself against accusations of having delayed a trade caravan on its way to Hanigalbat
(Mitanni): “Who am I that I would not send on a caravan of the king, my lord, seeing
that Lab'ayu, my father, used to serve the king, his lord, and he himself used to send off
all the caravans that the king would send to Hanagalbat”. In EA 256 he has to defend
himself again, this time against accusations that he has fled the city, after having hidden
a rebel: “How can it have been said in your presence, "Mutba’lu has fled, he has hidden
Ayyab"? How can the king of Pihilu flee from the commissioner: sukini of the king, my
lord?....Ayyab is not in Pihilu. In fact, he has been in the field for two months”.
An interesting inference from EA 255 may be that the crossing of the Jordan between
Beth Shean and Pella was in the hands of the family of Lab’ayu and Mutba’lu. 

Hapiru and Šasu

Hapiru and Šasu have both only been identified in texts. These are usually understood as
referring to nomadic tribes (Šasu) or a mobile social class (Hapiru). Nomadic or mobile
groups leave few or no material traces (see the discussion between Finkelstein and Rosen
in Finkelstein 1995, 23 ff). That does not mean that they are not archaeologically
detectable. Settlement patterns are determined, at least partly, by power structures, and as
the Amarna letters among other sources demonstrate, the Hapiru were an important
factor in the power structure of the region. The same can be said of the Šasu, as will be
demonstrated below. 

Hapiru
References to Hapiru in the Middle and Late Bronze Age literature are numerous.
Bottéro (1981) has listed 235 cuneiform and 14 Egyptian references. Most references by
far, certainly for the Late Bronze Age, come from the Amarna letters. As a matter of fact,
Egyptian references to Hapiru are relatively few, and they depict the Hapiru as enemies
of the Egyptian empire. One of the first references is by Amenophis II in Memphis,
where he boasts of having taken 3600 Hapiru prisoner. There are regular references to
Hapiru slaves in Egypt: two letters (Pap. Leiden 348 and 349, Loretz 1984, 39 and note
161) refer to the Hapiru who are carrying stones for the temple of Ramses Miamum.
Other references, dated to the end of the Late Bronze Age, mention Hapiru as prisoners
of war, and slaves, such as the list of gifts to the Amun temple in Heliopolis by Ramses
III (Pap. Harris I, 31, 8; Loretz 1984, 39), or the list of prisoners of war from Ramses
IV’s expedition in the Wadi Hammamath (Loretz 1984, 40).
In the Amarna letters the Hapiru are sometimes described as besieging and plundering
cities: “The Hapiru have plundered and burnt Mahzibti, Giluni, Magdali, Ušte, cities of
the king. They tried to take Hazi, but we beat them. And the Hapiru found refuge with
Amanhatbi. He has become one of them” (EA 185). “When the Hapiru conquered
Tushulti, true city of the king...and plundered it and burnt it with fire, and went before
Amanhatbi, man of Tushulti, Amanhatbi...gave the Hapiru food and....” (EA 186).
 More often, however, the populations of the cities threaten to join the Hapiru, deposing
of their overlord, especially in the north (EA 73, 74, 76, 77, 81, 88, 111, 116, 117, 127).
In some cases, all of which can be found in the south, the rulers of the city states
themselves seem to have allied themselves to the Hapiru: Lab’ayu of Shechem and his
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sons (EA 244, 246), Mutba’lu of Pella, and possibly Milkilu of Gezer and his father-in-
law Tagi of Gintikirmil (EA 287). Abdi-Hepa of Jerusalem is accused of having become
a ‘second Lab’ayu’ (EA 280). The Hapiru themselves are the steadfast allies of the
Amurru, the large and powerful tribe or confederation in the north, that eventually
managed to create an independent state. 

One of the stelae found in Beth Shean, from the time of Seti I (ANET 255) mentions a
skirmish between the Hapiru of Mount Yarmuta and the ‘Asiatics of Rehem’. In this
inscription the king mainly seems annoyed that they dare to disturb the peace with their
petty little conflicts, and so he restores order. 
The Amarna letters have no clear references to any ‘territory’ of the Hapiru. They seem
to be found everywhere. One letter (EA 67) compares them to ‘runaway dogs’, who
obviously have no home. A letter from the Pharaoh to the ruler of Damascus, from the
time of the Amarna-letters, orders Zalaja, the ‘man from Damascus’ to send a group of
Hapiru for resettlement in Nubia (Kaša) (Edzard 1970, 55-57).

The Sumerian logogram LÚ-SA-GAZ, or SA-GAZ, which in the Late Bronze Age is often
used as a synonym for Hapiru, means ‘armed robber’ (Bottéro 1972-75, 22), and this is
the meaning most often applied to the word. In the account of the taking of Jaffa,
Papyrus Harris (ANET 22), from the time of Thutmose III, horses and chariots must be
brought into the town to prevent them from being stolen by Hapiru.  However, as Bottéro
points out (1972-75, 24), this representation of them is always given by their enemies.
Bottéro sums up occupations exerted by Hapiru according to the documents: servants of
the Palace or of private persons; temple servants; messengers; jewellers; scribes (Bottéro
1972-75, 24). A prism of king Tunip-Teššup of Tikunani, a Hurrian king from the days
of Hattušili I, lists a total of 438 Hapiru workers in the service of the king. They are
organised as sabe (ERINMES), workers or soldiers. Many of the personal names of the
Hapiru are Hurrian, others are Semitic and others are of unknown origin. There is one
Kassite name (Salvini 1996). In Theban graves 39 and 155 (Säve-Söderberg 1952, 5-6),
which are dated to the eighteenth dynasty, reliefs were found depicting Hapiru straining
out wine in a vineyard. The workmen depicted have no characterizing features, but as
they are slaves, this may not be significant. If they were actually Hapiru, they may have
been employed in wine-making because of their Canaanite background. Most of the
references in the Amarna letters refer to the Hapiru as mercenaries (EA 71, 87, 195,
246), or simply as robbers or militant outlaws (EA 90, 91, 104, 264, 313, 318). Either
they are being paid to fight, or they fight for themselves, siding with whoever is strongest
(EA 73, 76, 79, 82). On one occasion a Hapiru is hired as a messenger, possibly because
other messengers could not travel safely anymore in the Hapiru-infested country (EA
112). It is clear from the letters that the Hapiru were constantly rebelling against the king
and the city-states of the empire, and some city-states, like Shechem, Gezer, and possibly
Urusalim sided with them to further their own interests of power (EA 280). 
The role that the Hapiru played in the decline of the Egyptian empire in Palestine is still
a matter of debate. So is the question whether the Hapiru/Habiru/ ‘Apiru are in any way,
etymologically, ethnically or sociologically related to the Ibri, or Hebrews of the Bible.
These discussions will be summarised in Ch. V-13.
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Šasu
In most inscriptions and depictions of Šasu they are enemies of Egypt. Apart from a very
early – possible – reference to a town named Šasu in the Brussels Execration Texts
(Posener 1940, 91) most of these references come from the end of the Middle Bronze
and the beginning of the Late Bronze Age. Amenophis II (Giveon 1971, 12), on a stele
from Memphis, boasted of having taken 15200 living Šasu prisoner together with 3600
Hapiru, 36300 Kharu and 15070 living Nouhassah. The figures may well be
exaggerated, and it is unlikely that the prisoners were all taken in one campaign. On a
toponym list of Thutmose IV (Giveon 1971, 15) the Šasu appear beside Naharin,
Babylon, Tunip, Qadesh and Takhsi. Giveon suggests that this list may have been a
compilation of conquests by Amenophis II, the father of Thutmose IV. It does, however
place the Šasu among the traditional opponents of the Empire. In the time of Seti I the
Šasu are mentioned in one breath with countries like Hatti, Naharin, Retenu and Cyprus,
and cities like Babylon, Qadesh and Megiddo (Giveon 1971, 60, 63). Ramses II
repeatedly refers to his conquest of the ‘land of the Šasu’, demonstrating that they were
still a menace in his days (Giveon 1971, 78 ff).

References to the territory of the Šasu are far from clear-cut. An inscription in the Amun
temple in Karnak describes how Thutmose III defeated the Šasu before entering Retenu.
This places them geographically in the northern Sinai, or perhaps even in the Negev. An
inscription on the Seti I reliefs in the Amun temple in Karnak also locates the Šasu in the
Sinai and Negev: (the land of) the Šasu, from the fortress of Sileh to the town of Canaan
(Giveon 1971, 56). Sileh is possibly Tell Akhmar (Helck 1962, 310) in the Delta, the
‘town of Canaan’ is identified by Giveon as (possibly) Gaza (Giveon 1971, 59). On a
toponym list from Amenophis III, however, found in Thebes (Giveon 1971, 22), Ein
Šasu, ‘the well of the Šasu’, is mentioned as a place-name in the northern half of
Palestine. The territorial significance of this reference is probably limited, and may refer
to a local tradition involving a wandering Šasu tribe. Papyrus Anastasi I, from the end of
the Late Bronze Age, mentions Šasu as highway robbers on to the road to Megiddo, in
the north (Giveon 1971, 127).  A toponym list from Amenophis III, in the Amun temple
in Soleb, gives a number of place names ‘in the land of the Šasu’ (Giveon 1971, 26):
Smt, Yahwe and Trbr. But none of them can be identified. Yahwe and Trbr are also found
on the Medinet Habu inscriptions. A Ramses II toponym list in Amarah west (Giveon
1971, 74) mentions places in ‘the land of Šasu’: Seir, Laban, Pyspys, Samath, Yahwe
and Arbel. Giveon suggests that Yahwe refers to a ‘house of Yahwe’, a temple, located
in Seir. This assumption fits in well with the hypothesis locating the origin of the later
Israelite Yahweh religion in Seir. 
Towards the end of the Late Bronze Age the Šasu are usually located in Edom and Seir.
An inscription in the Abu Simbel temple (Giveon 1971, 71) tells how Ramses II
deported large groups of his enemies: the Nubians to the north; the Asiatics to Nubia; the
Šasu to the west; the Lybians to the mountains. This suggests that the Šasu came from
the mountains in the East, from Edom or Seir. Papyrus Wilbour, from the time of
Ramses V (Giveon 1971, 147), mentions a place called Pen Šasu, as well as a temple (?)
of Hathor of Šasu. These places are located somewhere west of the Nile, according to
Giveon, and may have been occupied by the Šasu that were deported by Seti I. 
Papyrus Anastasi IV, the famous letter from the time of Merneptah (Giveon 1971, 131),
mentions the passage of the Šasu-tribes from Edom to the pastures of Per Atom in
Tjekku in order to feed their flocks, suggesting that there were still Šasu left in Edom.
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Šasu were involved in various economic activities. The ones in the letter from the time of
Merneptah mentioned above were nomadic pastoralists. Papyrus Harris (Giveon 1971,
134), from the time of Ramses III, mentions the defeat of ‘the people of Seir among the
Šasu, and I have pillaged their tents, their people and their goods, as well as their
countless troops”, suggesting a nomadic lifestyle.  However, the place names on the
toponym list from Amenophis III in the Amun temple in Soleb show that there were
towns, possibly strongholds, in the territory of the Šasu. An inscription from the time of
Ramses II (Giveon 1971, 114) at Tell er-Rabati says: ....who made a great massacre in
the land of the Šasu, who plundered their hills, killed them, and who built in their cities
(?) in his name forever.... The translation of the last sentence is not entirely clear, but the
word for ‘town’ is not doubted. 
Giveon has tried to identify Šasu on reliefs in several tombs in Amarna (Giveon 1971,
31). Their characteristics, according to him, and based on the reliefs in Karnak from Seti
I (Giveon 1971, 51) are a tasselled kilt, a head band, shoulder-long hair, a pointed beard
and a pronounced profile, although the only exclusive Šasu attribute was the headdress.
They are depicted as mercenaries in Egyptian service. If Giveon is right these depictions
in the Amarna tombs would be the earliest depictions of Šasu as mercenaries in Egyptian
service. Ward however (1972, 45-50) suggests they may be Asiatics rather than Šasu. In
the Medinet Habu reliefs (Giveon 1971, 137), from the time of Ramses III, many Šasu
are depicted, either as prisoners, or as mercenaries in the Egyptian army.
The Karnak reliefs have numerous references to the Šasu. Here they are depicted as
rebels: their chiefs have collected in the mountains of Kharu, they disregard the ‘laws of
the palace’, and fight among each other. In the end, of course, Seti restores order. An
episode in the account of the Battle of Qadesh (Giveon 1971, 65) tells how two Šasu
tribe members came to the king offering that all the Šasu tribes desert from the service of
the Hittite king, in favour of His Majesty. The inference here is clearly that there were
Šasu mercenaries on the Hittite side as well. One of the reliefs of the Battle shows Šasu,
distinguished by their headdress, defending the town. The reliefs of the conquest of
Ashkelon in Karnak, from the time of Ramses II, likewise show Šasu being led away as
prisoners. 

Šasu could also be highway robbers, as demonstrated in Papyrus Anastasi I (Giveon
1971, 127): ‘You have never been to the region of the Šasu with the army....where the
sky is darkened by pine trees....Lions are more numerous there than leopards and bears.
It is surrounded by Šasu on all sides’. The famous passage about the road to Megiddo
says: “..the narrow valley is dangerous with Bedouin, hidden under the bushes. Some of
them are of four or five cubits (2-2.5 metres), (from) their noses to the heel, and fierce of
face. Their hearts are not mild, and they do not listen to wheedling.” (ANET 477). 
Papyrus Turin B, from the time of Ramses II (Giveon 1971, 121) gives a list of
merchandise from the Canaan region: several types of oil, unguent and wood, coverings
for horses and chariots, and weapons. Šasu-unguent is among them, but without any
indication as to its use or origin.
According to Ward (1972, 36 ff) the name Šasu eventually became an equivalent for
Bedouin in general. He mentions an ‘early’ reference from the XXth dynasty, referring
to the Šasu that lived in the Hijaz. Giveon (1970-71, 51-53) has suggested that this rather
means a change in territory of the Šasu who lived in Edom, after their defeat by Ramses
III. On the other hand, the Hijaz may have been part of the Šasu territory long before the
XXth dynasty.
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Rainey (2001) suggests that the early settlers in the western highlands, the groups that
are identified with the later Israelites, may have descended from groups of Šasu, thus
accepting a natural flexibility both in territory and economic pursuits.

Šasu are often identified by the dress in which they are depicted in Egyptian art (see
above). Ward however points out that this dress was generally used to depict Asiatics,
and therefore is not a sure way of identifying Šasu. According to Giveon (1971, 251)
the headdress is the only exclusive Šasu characteristic. If Giveon is right, we may
perhaps assume that other elements of dress, like the tasselled kilt, as opposed to the
full length dress, denoted a lifestyle, nomadic versus urban, whereas the head dress
was an expression of ethnic or political loyalty. Parallels to this can still be found in
the modern ‘dress code’ of the Middle East, where the headdress is also used as a
political as well as an ‘ethnic’ statement. 

Taanach letters
At Tell Taanach a number of clay tablets were found, dated to the same period as the
Amarna letters. Albright analysed four of these letters, addressed to the ‘prince of
Taanach’, Rewašša (Albright 1944, 16-27). In one of the letters the writer complains that
he has been ambushed in Gurra, located near Jenin (Albright 1944, 21 n 52), and that he
holds Rewašša responsible for reparation. It seems thus that Gurra was part of the city
state of Taanach. The letters are further concerned with corvée, military service and
tribute, all stressing the vassal status of Taanach.

Moab in Egyptian texts
The name Moab occurred several times in Egyptian topographical lists. It was found on
the base of a statue of Ramses II in Luxor (Kitchen, 1992, n 31, for references). Another
topographical text from the forecourt of Ramses II in the Luxor proved to be a
palimpsest. The original text, which apparently also dated from the reign of Ramses II,
was plastered over. The original text said (Kitchen 1992, 27) "Town that Pharaoh's arm
captured in the land of Moab: Btrt" In the second scene two place names are mentioned,
Yn(?)d in the mountain of Mrrn,  and a "town that pharaoh's arm captured: Tbn". Kitchen
has identified Btrt with Raba Batora, and Tbn with Dibon. However, his identifications
have been attacked and the identification of both place names is still a cause for debate
(Helck 1962; Görg 1978; Parker in Homès-Frédericq and Hennessy 1989:359; Knauf
1985; Worschech 1990:102 n 44; Miller 1992:77; Kitchen 1992:28). Worschech most
recently has identified Btrt with Jabal Batra (Worschech 1997, 231). According to him
the identification of Tbn with Dibon (which he identifies with modern Dhiban) is
obvious: 'the schematic drawing….of the fortified town of Tbn can clearly be identified
as Dibon…, known also from the Meša inscription and the Hebrew Bible..'. This
argument seems rather weak in the face of the several hundreds of years that lie between
the 'schematic drawing'  and the two sources mentioned. I have recently suggested (van
der Steen 2002b; forthcoming) that Tbn of the Egyptian sources may have been a tribe,
not a town, in which case the ‘town of (the) Tbn’  mentioned in the Luxor relief would be
a  tribal stronghold, that could be anywhere in the territory.

Other Egyptian texts
At the entrance to the hypostyle hall of the great Amun temple in Karnak is a
topographical list of Ramses II. This list mentions "phr, hmt, bt šr, yn<w>m", Pella,
Hamath, Beth Shean, Yanoam (Simons 1937, 160-161) 
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The large stele of Seti I, found in Beth Shean (ANET 253) describes the rebellion of
Hamath: "The wretched foe who is in the town of Hamath is gathering to himself many
people, while he is seizing the town of Beth Shean. (Then there will be)  an alliance with
them of Pahel. He does not permit the Prince of Rehob to go outside." Divisions are sent
to Hamath, Beth Shean and Yanoam as a result of this rebellion. Strangely enough, no
division is sent to Pella (Pahel). Rehob is identified with Tell es-Sarem, 7 km south of
Beth Shean (Mazar in Stern 1993,1272), Yanoam is probably situated somewhere in the
Bashan (Liebowitz in Stern 1993, 1515), and Hamath has been identified by Albright
with Tell el-Hammeh at the southern entrance to the Beth Shean valley (Cahill and
Tarler in Stern 1993, 561). 
The Balu'a stele derives its name from the site where it was found in 1930 (see Chapter
3). It consists of a slab of black basalt, with two panels: the top one with an inscription
that is so worn as to be illegible, the bottom one with a low relief depicting what may
have been a god and goddess handing a sceptre to a local ruler. It is generally dated to
the twelfth or thirteenth century (but see H. Weippert 1988, 666). Ward and Martin
(1964) extensively discuss the script used, as well as the stylistic implications of the
relief.  Their conclusion - still generally accepted - is that, although the text is illegible,
the relief represents a Šasu chief (contra Timm 1989, 14, 33, and 92 n 1, who states that
Šasu was mentioned in Egyptian lists as a separate country), identified mainly by his
headdress, flanked on the left and right by a god and goddess, respectively. The
representation is Egyptianising, probably made by a local artist who had knowledge of
and used Egyptian iconography: the god wears the double crown of Upper and Lower
Egypt, and the goddess wears a crown similar to the headdress of Osiris (Ward and
Martin 1964, Mattingly 1992, 60). Ward and Martin suggest on the basis of the facial
features that the god and goddess were Semitic, although an Egyptian background is
usually assumed by most other writers, suggesting an Egyptian presence in Moab.
Zayadine (1991, 37) actually suggests they were Amun-Re and Hathor. According to
Dearman (1992, 71) the stele points to the presence of an administrative centre,
controlling the passage through the Wadi Mujib.
The stele from Rujm el-'Abd, or the 'Šihan warrior stele’ is even more difficult to date,
with dates ranging from the third millennium. BC down to the ninth - eighth century.
Arguments for dating are based variously on stylistic details or circumstantial evidence
(Mattingly 1992:60 with references). It depicts a warrior, or possibly a war god, dressed
in a short kilt and holding a spear. The warrior has Egyptian as well as Hittite
characteristics. Warmenbol (1983) dates it to the fourteenth-thirteenth century on the
basis of artistic features. Mattingly reverts the argument, and says that it may date to the
Early Iron Age, “since its Neo-Hittite and Syrian characteristics could reflect an actual
movement of people from these areas to Moab at an early stage in Moab's evolution”. 
Zayadine (1991:37) suggests that both the Balu'a stele and the Šihan stele may have
come from the same place originally. Kitchen (1992:29) takes this hypothesis one step
further and argues that these stelae point to the existence of an organised society. No
arguments for either of these suggestions are given, however.

The victory stele of Merneptah, the 'Israel stele' (ANET 378), is one of the most
important arguments in the discussion about early (or ‘proto’) Israel. It provides the
oldest existing reference to the name ‘Israel’, in a list of conquered towns and regions in
Asia:
"Plundered is the Canaan with every evil; 
Carried off is Aškelon; 
seized upon is Gezer; 
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Yanoam is made as that which does not exist; 
Israel is laid waste, his seed is not; 
Hurru  is become a widow for Egypt!" 
Israel is the only name that has a ‘people’ determinative. Both the name and the
determinative have been subject to much debate (Hess 1993, 133 for literature) and are
still important arguments in the various theories about the settlement of early Israel.
 
The central Jordan Valley: Deir 'Alla 
The only written sources from the Deir 'Alla region have been found at Deir 'Alla itself:
undeciphered clay tablets from the Late Bronze Age sanctuary. A cartouche of Queen
Taousert (Franken 1992, 31 fig 3-9, 5) who reigned between 1198-1196, on a faience
vase was found inside the cella, dating its destruction to somewhere after that date. 
Franken found several clay tablets in the rooms east of the cella (Franken 1992, 59;64).
Knauf (1987) published three of them. In later excavations more tablets have been found,
but these have not been published. Their script is probably alphabetic, but apart from
that, nothing can be said for certain about the language or the contents of the tablets. 
The discussion about the tablets and their contents is still continuing, as Knauf (1987, 14)
rightly states: "These tablets are perfectly readable, but still untranslateable. A number of
scholars have offered readings and translations, but they failed to convince their
colleagues". Two parties can be recognised in this discussion: those that ascribe them to
Aegean groups (e.g. J. Tubb, excavator of Sa’idiyeh), and those that ascribe them to
Semites (e.g. Franken). The fact that the same arguments are used by both parties shows
that it has become a discussion about Late Bronze Age economic and political
relationships rather than a linguistic discussion. It seems clear that until they are
deciphered the tablets cannot possibly be used as an argument in the debate.

The Bible
The Bible is the most prominent literary source for this region, but also the most
controversial one. An important reason for this is the fact that although the traditions that
lay at the roots of the existing text can be very old, the text itself is late, exilic to post-
exilic, and edited with specific political and theological purposes. 
The questions asked by archaeologists are determined partly by the nature of their finds,
and the purposes of their projects. Partly they are determined by the (im)probability of a
reliable answer. In the case of the history of the origins of Israel and its neighbours
questions about the historicity of specific persons or events mentioned in the Bible are
difficult or impossible to answer. More useful seem questions relating to the social and
historical context of these events. The answers to these questions, which are the scope of
Old Testament scholarship, are not straightforward either, but they do permit a glimpse
(seldom more) into the society in which the traditions originated. Even here one has to
tread with care, since the final 'version' of the stories that represented the events must
have been coloured over time by the perception and the 'Sitz im Leben' of those that
handed the stories down. They may eventually reflect the social background of the
storyteller as much as that of the original story. The literature on the subject is vast, and
cannot be treated extensively here (e.g. Otto 1979,  Kaiser 1984, Donner 1984, Lemche
1988, 1996, Thompson 1992, with literature). A few examples will have to suffice. How-
ever, even from these few examples a picture emerges of diversity, of different
backgrounds for different sources (Hess 1993, 132): 
- Elements that probably originated in a semi-nomadic background are the stories of the
patriarchs, the stories that underlined the traditional hostility between the Israelites and
the Canaanites, and the formulation of some of the law codes (Kaiser 1984, 31, 65 ff,
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with references). Donner (1984, 57) has suggested that these nomads originated east of
the Jordan, in the Belqa, the homeland of the Aramaeans. Even though the credo in
Deuteronomy 26, 5 ‘my father was a wandering Aramaean’ is very late, ties with the east
side of the Jordan are unmistakeable, for example in the Jacob/Israel cycle (Otto 1979,
89-108; Kaiser 1984, 81).   
- Other passages seem to come from a more agricultural, and therefore usually
interpreted as Canaanite, background (Donner 1984, 75; Kaiser 1984, 33 ff): local
traditions, etiological sagas concerning sanctuaries or natural phenomena (typical of agri-
cultural communities), and different literary formulae. M. Weippert (1967, 19-20 and n
45) suggests that some Canaanite cities were accepted within the clan structure, at least
in the tribe of Manasseh.
- Israel's religion is often seen as originating in Midian or Edom (the 'Kenite hypothesis',
see M. Weippert 1967, 105 n.3). Weippert (1979, 33) concludes that the stories about the
patriarchs originated in the mountains of the northern Negev as part of the Late Bronze
Age nomadic population tradition. If the stories of the patriarchs are to be part of Israel’s
proto-history, that can only mean that the Šasu population of Canaan, to which the
patriarchs belonged, formed the later basis for Israel. 
- The Exodus-cycle is often associated with slaves fleeing Egypt when the Empire began
to disintegrate. Egyptian sources show that there were many Canaanite slaves in Egypt
(Redford 1992, 221 ff, with references; contra Donner 1984, 91).
- Numerous passages can be found demonstrating that the editors of the Bible were well
acquainted with the international literature of the age and used it. As the editors of these
stories may have lived in the heart of Mesopotamian society, this is not surprising. On
the other hand, Lemche (1996, 161-170) has argued for the existence of an epic literary
tradition that can already be found in the Late Bronze Age, and that must have been
widespread and largely oral. Themes from this tradition were used in the ‘historical’
monumental literature such as the Idrimi inscription, and found their way into the biblical
stories about Jacob, Joseph and David. The find in Megiddo of a fifteenth century frag-
ment of the epic of Gilgameš (Goetze and Levy 1959) demonstrates that the great myths
of creation and flood that originated in Mesopotamia were known in Canaan in the Late
Bronze Age. They may easily have passed on into the Israelite tradition.
- A strong sense of tribalism pervades the final editions of the biblical books. These final
editions were written either during or after the Exile and influenced by the national
feelings that the Exile had induced. It is clear that these national feelings were best
expressed by laying a strong emphasis on the tribal structural basis of the group, by
reminding them who they were and where they came from. This, however, was only
possible if that tribal structural basis had always existed, and had been, and remained, an
essential part of the national identity throughout the formative stages of Israel, the period
of the United Kingdom as well as the periods of the divided kingdom, the Assyrian and
the Babylonian periods. In that sense the Bible, even though, or actually because, it was
written long after the actual events it describes took place, presents a strong case for the
tribal structure of the origins of Israel in the Early Iron Age.


